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Beginning with Hilbert’s construction of what is now called the
Koszul complex [18], the study of finite free resolutions of modules over
commutative rings has always proceeded by a study of certain particular
generic resolutions. This has led to information about the structure of
all finite free resolutions, as in [5] and [II], and to theorems on the
structure and deformation of certain classes of “generically perfect”
ideals and other ideals whose resolutions are of a known type [5, 6,9, 15,
22, 24, 261.
In this paper we will describe some new classesof finite free resolutions
and generically perfect ideals. Under “generic” circumstances we will
construct the minimal free resolution of the cokernel of a map of the
form Ak C#or Sk+, where 4: F --t G is a map between free modules F and
G over a noetherian commutative ring, with rank F >, rank G, and
where A” and Sk denote the kth exterior and symmetric powers, respectively. We will also describe a family of finite complexes associated with
the (n - 1)st order minors of an n x n matrix (a minor is the determinant
of a submatrix). Finally, we will consider a class of ideals that is related
to inclusions of one ideal generated by an R-sequence in another. This
class includes, for example, the ideal defining the singular locus of a
projective algebraic variety that is a complete intersection in P.
Our main innovation is the construction and use of a (doubly indexed)
family of “multilinear”
functors LpQ defined on finitely generated free
modules, which includes both the symmetric and exterior powers. For
q > 1, L,‘J g Aq, while for p > 0, LP1 s S, . These arise naturally in
the resolutions of cokernels of the maps A”$ and S,$; and it turns out
more generally that the free modules occuring in the generic minimal
free resolutions of the cokernel of a map of the form L,‘+ can all be
expressed in terms of tensor products of the form L,qF @I (LrSG)*.
* Both authors
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the preparation
of this work.
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To describe our other results in more detail, we fix some notation: Let
ring, and let 4: F + G be a map of finitely generated
free R-modules (as above) with rank F = m >, rank G = n.
The ideals whose generic perfection we will establish are defined as
follows. Let a E F be an element, and write b = #(a). We will think of F
and G being equipped with bases, so that we can speak of the ideal In($)
generated by the rz x n minors of 4, and the ideal I(b) generated by the
coordinates of b. (A basis-free treatment is given in Section 5.) Let
I = In(+) + I(b). Recall that the grade of an ideal J C R is the length of
a maximal R-sequence in J and that J is perfect if pd RI J = grade J,
where pd R/ J is the projective dimension of RI J as an R-module. The
ideal I defined above is then perfect whenever its grade is m, the maximum
possible. This we prove by constructing a complex K(+, u) of length m,
which is a resolution of R/I whenever grade I = m. This complex appears
as the total complex of a double complex whose rows are the resolution
of coker A” 4 for 1 < q < n. We are grateful to Herzog, who inspired
our work on these ideals by showing us a preprint of his [16] in which
he treats the ideal I as above in the cases m = n and m = n + 1.
To see the relationship of these ideals to projective complete intersections, let I’ C P;E”-l be a complete intersection of codimension n, and
assume char k = 0. If a is the element of the free module F =
(4x0 >*--,Xm-ll)m whose coordinates are X0 ,..., X,-i , and if 4 is the
jacobian matrix of V, then the coordinates of b = $(a) generate the
homogeneous ideal of V, and the ideal I = I%(4) + 1(b) defines the
singular locus of V. In this situation K($, a) is exact if and only if I’ is
nonsingular and its homology should be an interesting measure of the
singularity of V.
Before describing our results on complexes associated with the
(rz - 1)st order minors of an n x n matrix, we digress to sketch what is
already known.
With a few exceptions [5, 6, 16, 271, the known classes of finite free
resolutions are easily catalogued. Let R and +: F -+ G be as above. Define

R be a noetherian

as the map sending f @g -+A”qb(f)Ag
forfEA&F
and ~EA~G.
If we take t = n - S,then ASff G z R; we define IS(+) = ann(coker $,,,-,),
where ann denotes the annihilator in R. This ideal is nothing but the
familiar “ideal of s x s minors of +-the (n - s)th Fitting invariant of
coker +- and its radical is the same as the radical of ann(coker &&
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for 0 < k < n - s. (See section 1D for a more complete statement.)
Most of the computation of explicit finite free resolutions has been done
for resolutions of modules of the form coker(+,,,),
under the assumption
that

(*)

gradeI+,

= (t + I)(m - n + t + 1)

the largest possible value. It is known that this grade is achieved if + can
be represented by a matrix whose entries form an R-sequence,
and thus,
in particular, in the “generic”
case in which + is given by a matrix of
indeterminates.
Finite free resolutions
are known for coker C& , under the hypothesis (*), if s = n, t = 0 [S, 111, if s = 1, t = 0 [4], or if s = n - 1,
t = 1, with m = n or m = n + 1 ([14] and [23], respectively).
In this
paper we will construct finite free resolutions for coker(+,,)
= coker( A” 4)
for all s (section 4), and we will construct some finite free complexes that
look as if they should be resolutions, for coker(&,),
for all s, with m = n
(section 6). [We have checked that these complexes are resolutions for
S=n-1,
in which case our complex coincides with that of [G - N],
and for s = 1, in which case we get a resolution of A* (coker($)).]
All these complexes are minimal if R is local with maximal ideal M, and

y!(F) C MG.
Although the constructions of complexes in this paper are somewhat
complicated, they are motivated by a rather simple philosophy, which
we now describe. Generalizing the notion for ideals, an R-module M
is said to be perfect if grade(ann M) = pd M.
It has turned out that, under hypothesis (*), coker(&,) is a perfect
module for every s and t for which a free resolution is known, and it has
been shown that R/I,($) = coker(+8,,-,) is perfect for every s [lo]. It is
thus natural to conjecture that coker(c+&,) is perfect for every s and t,
so long as (*) holds. Belief in this conjecture simplifies the process of
looking for a resolution of coker(#&. Both to prove the conjecture and
to find a free resolution, it is enough to find a free complex F&+), such
that: (0) The length of F,,,(c$) is (t + l)(m - n + t + 1); (1) H,,(F) =
coker(AJ;
and (2) f&(J’) is annihilated by some power of I&4).
[By Lemma 5.3 conditions (0) and (2) imply the exactness of F under
hypothesis (*).I
If we drop assumption (*) and requirement (0), we get the definition
of a grade-sensitive complex for the module, coker(&,). Such a complex
will have the property that for any R-module M, the smallest i such that
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W(F, M) # 0 is the length of a maximal M-sequence in I,(+), and for
this i, W(F, M) = Exti(coker &t , M) [8]. Thus, grade-sensitive complexes can replace finite free resolutions for some purposes.
But our knowledge of grade-sensitive complexes is much greater than
our knowledge of free resolutions; in [9] a grade-sensitive complex F,,,
for coker(&,) is defined for every s and t (F,,, is the complex called
the complexes F, t are
DC+, *, s, rz - (s + t) + 1) in [9]). Unfortunately,
infinitely long unless t = 0; and even if t = 0 they are not minimal.
However, the Eagon-Northcott
complex and the “generic resolution”
of [4] are derived from the complexes Fn,o and F,,, by a “symmetrization”
process that strips away the superfluous parts of these nonminimal
complexes. It thus seems reasonable to try to obtain minimal (and thus finite)
free resolutions of coker(&,) under hypothesis (*), for every s and t, by
somehow “paring”
down the complexes F,,, . This is essentially the
program we have followed in sections 4 and 6. The Poon resolution [23]
seems to be obtainable in a similar way.
To carry out this “paring”
of the complexes Fq,t , we have had to
introduce and study the family of functors Lpq from free R-modules to
free R-modules that we mentioned earlier; the complexes of sections
4, 5, and 6 are expressed in terms of these functors, which are defined
in section 3. They are defined as the kernels of certain natural maps
between tensor products of symmetric
and exterior powers and are
natural building blocks for minimal resolutions since they are something like modules of “formal” cycles in some nonminimal
complexes.
Throughout
our work on free resolutions and in this paper in particular, we have made use of certain tools for computation in the exterior
and symmetric algebras. Although the ideas here are more or less
standard in the theory of bialgebras, we have looked in vain for a suitable
reference. For this reason we have included, in Section 1, an introduction
to multilinear
algebra in the style we require.
All the material of this paper can be done, with only slight modifications, in the context of finitely generated projective modules rather than
free modules. Also, it is possible to use a non-noetherian
notion of grade
and relax the hypothesis that R be noetherian.
Throughout
this paper we will use the notations introduced above.
R will denote a commutative ring, noetherian after section 3, all modules
will be R-modules,
and all algebras will be R-algebras. F and G will
denote R-modules that will be assumed finitely generated and free after
section 1; and if 4: F + G is a homomorphism,
we write +8,I :
A”F @ A’ G -+ Asff G for the map defined above.
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In this section we will present a survey of some of the basic facts about
multilinear algebra. Nearly all of the results of this section are wellknown. Good general references are [I] and, for the material on divided
powers, [13, $71; [25] is a good general reference on Hopf algebras.
A) A F as a Commutative,

Cocommutative

Bialgebra

We denote by A F the exterior algebra on F-it is the free graded
commutative R-algebra generated by elements of F in degree 1. [For a
graded algebra, the commutative law reads fg = (- l)(degf)(degfkJ]
Because of the universal property of the exterior algebra, the diagonal
map F-+F
@F induces an algebra map AF+A AF @ AF. If f EF
is regarded as an element of degree 1 in A F, it may easily be checked that

The elements of degree 0 of A F form a ring isomorphic to R, and
projection into degree 0 is an algebra map
A FAR
called the counit; Eand A satisfy a set of identities dual to those satisfied
by the multiplication m: A F @ A F + A F and unit 7: R -+ A F. Thus
A F becomes a commutative, cocommutative bialgebra. We will often
write
for gcl\F
4 = Cd Od
and it follows from the fact that A is an algebra homomorphism, and
from (1 .O), that
4=1Og+gOl+

C

g,iOg,”

UJ)

deggl'>O
degg,b.O

For any R-module M, we will write M* = Hom,(M, R) and, if
ti E M*, m E M, we will write <&i, m> for the value of fi on m. Since A F
is a bialgebra, (A F)* is too; for example, its multiplication is defined
by the formula:

(dr, f> = <+ 0 Y>Af > E R

for $,ye(AF)*,

fe AF,
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where (+ @ r,f’ @f “) = (- l)(desy)(degt’)(+, f ‘)(y, f “). The
F*-+F)*wh
ic h is dual to the projection onto degree one:

map

A F-+F
induces a natural algebra map

which is in fact a map of bialgebras.
It is easily checked that if fi ,..., fk E F and $1 ,..., I& E F*
(c& ,fi) = aii (the Kronecker delta), then
(41

A *** A hJ,fi

A . . . Afk) = (-l)kc+l)P

Thus, in particular, 01is an isomorphism
or projective R-module.

if F is a finitely

with
(1.2)

generated free

A’) SF and DF
Similar remarks hold for the symmetric algebra SR(F) = S(F), which
may be regarded as the free graded commutative algebra generated by its
elements of degree 2 which form a module isomorphic to F. Thus,
S(F) = Cm &cm (w h ere we have written S, for the module of elements
of degree 212)is a commutative algebra in the usual sense with S,(F) = F;
if F is a free module on n generators, XI +.* X, , then S(F) is the polynomial ring R[X, ,..., X,].
As with the exterior algebra, the diagonal map F -+ F @F induces
an algebra map
A : S(F) -+ S(F OF)

= S(F) @ S(F)

with
d(f) =fO
and projection

1 + 1 Of

for feF,

onto S,,(F) = R gives an algebra map
S(F) s R

Together, these make S(F) into a commutative, cocommutative bialgebra.
Of course, since S(F) is a bialgebra, its dual S(F)* is too. But since
S(F) = Em W) is an infinite sum, it is much more important to work
with the so-called graded dual
W%

= 1 G%(F))*
1>0
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map

F* = (S,(F))*

+ S(F)ir

induces an algebra map S(F*)-+“’
S(F),*, . But it is not an isomorphism
unless R contains the field of rational numbers. In fact, if 3 and f are
elements of F* and F, respectively,
it is easy to check that

To get at the algebra S(F)&, we define D(F), the divided power algebra
on F, to be the graded commutative
algebra generated by elements f(p)
(called the pth divided power off) in degree 2p, where f E F is regarded
as an element of degree 2 in D(F), satisfying:
D,,(F) = R;

D,(F)

= F

(0)
(1)

f(O) = 1, f(l) = f,

(2)

f(p)f(q) = (" 1: 4)f(D+q), for fr=F

fci) E Di(F),

(3) (f + g)(P)= $of(p-,(k)>
(4)

(fg)(p) = fpg("),

for

(5)

f(P)(q) = [P, qlf

(Pq), for

for

for

f EF

f,gEF

f,g EF
f EF,

where

[p, q] = [(pq)!]/(q!pq!)

[Note that, as with S(F), we are writing Di(F) for the module of elements
of degree 2i.)
It is easy to see that D(F) is a bialgebra and that, if F is a free Rmodule on generators Xi , then D,(F) is free on generators
n XpJi)
with cp, = p.
Now we can define an algebra map, which we will again call CL,
D(F*) -% S(F)&
by the formula
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It follows from this definition that if F is a free R-module
Xi , and if Xi E F* are the dual basis elements, then

a(xp’)(xi”)
So CYis an isomorphism
as algebras, so

on generators

= I

in this case. Also, if F is free, (S(F),*,);F, E S(F)
op*>,*,. LYES(F)

as algebras.
B) Module Structures on A F, S(F), and D(F)
We wish to consider A F as a A F*-module,
and to consider D(F*) and
S(F) as modules over each other. To do this efficiently, we generalize:
Let A and B be graded commutative,
cocommutative
bialgebras with
multiplication
maps
m..,:A@A+A

and

m*:B@B-+B

and

A,:B-+B@B

and diagonal maps
A,:A-+A@A

We will always suppose, further, that A and B are connected,
A,, = B, = R.
Let ol: B + A& be a homogeneous bialgebra homomorphism.
We
show how to regard A as a B-module,
and exhibit some of its
properties.
First of all, note that if F, G, and H are R-modules, then there
natural map
s F,G,H = s: Hom,(F,
defined by s($)(y @f)
then the same formula

= (y @ 1)(4(j))
yields a map

s: Hom,(F,

In particular,

G @ H) -+ HomR(G*

i.e.,
will
nice
is a

OF, H)

E R @ H = H. If G is graded,

G 0 H) + Hom,(G,*,

0 F, R)

if F = G = H = A then s(A): A& @ A + A. We define
n = nB = (s(A))(ol @ 1): B @ A -+ A
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We will write b(a) or ba for n(b @ a). Note that n is easy to calculate:
if a E A and d(a) = C uii @ uzi, then
b(a) = 1 (b, a~)a2”

Note that the algebra map B -+” A& gives rise to an algebra map
A ---t A,*,* --f B& , so that B is also an A-module,
and the following
proposition can be applied to this action as well. If a E A, b E B, we will
write a(b) E B for this action.
PROPOSITION

1.1.

(i) The map n makes A into a B-module. This module structure
compatible with the diagonal and multiplication maps in the sense that

is

(ii)

A,: A + A @ A is a map of modules over the map of rings
m,:BQB+B,and

(iii) mA: A @ A -+ A is a map of modules over the map of rings
A,:B+B@B
where the B Q B-module
structure. Moreover

(iv)
bialgebra

If

structure

on A @ A is the graded tensor product

bialgebras A’, B’ are given with
maps
4: A + A’

and

a map B’ +u’ As

, and if

#: B’ -+ B

are given such that
(a’@‘), r&z)) = (a(#(b’)), a)

for aZZ a E A,

b’ E B

then 4 is a map of modulesover the map # of rings.
Remarks. If S and T are rings, q3: S -F T is a ring homomorphism,
M is an S-module, N is a T-module, and #: N -+ A4 is a map of abelian
groups, then we say that $ is a map of modules over 4 if for all a E S,
b E N, we have
Mb) = %WJ)

If we write t280e for the structure map of the B @ B-module
(ii) is equivalent to the commutativity
of the diagram
607/18/3-2

A @I A,
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B@B@AIlf%B@A

(ii’)

1
A

101WA

II

A

1

1
B@B@A@A

-----+A@A
nB@B

while (iii) expresses the commutativity

of

B@A@A=B@B@A@A

(iii’)

1 “BOB
ABA

1@mA
1
BOA

nB

1 mA
+A

Statement (iii) is often expressed by saying that the coalgebra B
measures the algebra A.
A special case of statement (iii) is so familiar as to be worth special note.
If b~l\F*
is an element of degree 1, then d(b)=
1 @b+b@l.
Thus, in the situation of the proposition, if A is the exterior algebra A F,
then (iii) shows that any element of B of degree 1 acts on A as a derivation.
Statement (iv) is useful in situations like the following. If 4: F -+ G is
a map of R-modules, then A G and A F are A G*-modules,
the latter
via the map A 4 *: A G* + A F*. Part (iv) tells us that in this setup,
A C$is a map of A G*-modules.
Proof of the Proposition.
Because 01:B --+A& is a map of bialgebras,
we may assume, for the proof, that B = A& and 01 = 1.
We first establish that n makes A into a B-module.
This follows
readily from the cocommutativity
and coassociativity of A, , which we
will use in the following form: If a E A, we will write Au = C af @I ad E
A @ A where each uki is homogeneous. Let
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ij
aLI
=

1
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(_l)(dega,‘)(dega::)a~2

@ a;

@ a$;

ij

Now if b, , b, are homogeneous

elements of B, we have

W44) = 4 (C <b2, ali>azi)
= C @,, ali>b,(4)
= 1 (b, , a,i)(b,

, a$ a;

= C (b, , a$(b2

, ali) a;

= C (b, @ b, @ l)((-l)(dege,)(dega~:)a~~ @ a: @ a$)
ER@R@A=A

where in the last equation we have regarded b, @ b, as being a map from
A @I A into R by the map A* @ A* + (A @ A)*. Using (#), and
noting that all terms are zero unless deg uIi = deg b, we see that this
last expression is equal to

On the other hand, since mB is the dual of A, under the pairing
we have
(Vda)

( , ),

= C <V2 , ali> asi
= C (b, @ b, , ~43,@ a$) a;
= b, @ b, @ 1 (C a: @ a2 @ a;)

So bl(b2(u)) = (b,&)(a) as required.
We will next prove part (ii) by showing the commutativity
Note that if F, F’, G, G’, H, H’ are R-modules, and if
(b:F’+F
y: G + G’
v:H-+H’

of (ii’).
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then the diagram
SF.G.H

Hom(F, G @ N) ------+

Hom(G*

Hom(+,vOv)

commutes. Applying
the diagram
Hom(A@A,A

@A

1
Hom(G’*

OF’,

@A

@A)

‘“““~““~“,Horn(BOBOA

1
A @ A @ A @ A)

Hom(A,

t

H’)

this principle twice, we get the commutativity

@A,A

Hom(d,l)

(**)

630,~)

Hom(r*

1
G’ 0 H’) v

HoW”,

@F, H)

1

sA*A@A’A@‘* Hom(B

t
l

SA.A.A

@A)

Hom(l@d,l)

@ B @ A, A @ A)

Hom( 1,d @A)

Hom(A, A @ A)

of

Hom(m@l,d)

Hom(B 0 A, A)

But the coassociativity and cocommutativity of the bialgebra A imply
that A .&EHom(A@A,A@A@A@A)andA,eHom(A,A@A)
are sent by the vertical maps on the left-hand side of the diagram
to the same map in the middle. By the commutativity of (* *), the maps
~AoA.A~A.~&LoA)
= nBiB E Hom(B @ B @ A @ A, A @ A) and
are sent by the vertical maps on the
Q~,&L)
=
nB E Ho+
0
4
A)
right-hand side of (**) to the same map in Hom(B @ B @ A, A @ A).
Thus n BBB(l @ A) = An,(m @ l), which is the commutativity of (ii’).
The proof of (iii’) is very similar, starting from the fact that m, is a
map of coalgebras, that is, A,m, = m, @ mA(AA&.
Tracing this
equality through the commutative diagram
Hom(A,

Hom(A

A @ A)

1Hodm~,l)
@ A, A @ A)

SA.A.A
l

gA@A.A,A

l

Hom(B

@ A, A)

Hodl@q,l)
1
Hom(B@A@A,A)

Hom(l,mAOm~)
Ho~(~B@J~@~,~A)
t
t
Hom(A@A,A@A@A@A)
SA@A’A@A’A@A*Hom(B@B@A@A,A@A)
gives nB(l @ mA) = mAn BoB(AB @ 1 @ l), the desired equality.
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If b E B’, a E A, we must show that $($(b)(a)) = q(a). But
Nfw(4

= 4 (c (4w
= C(4

ali> 4)

5w)> %w)

= WW)
since + is a coalgebra homomorphism. This concludes the proof.
For clarity, we will sometimes denote the multiplication in A or B
by *. If b E B, and c, d E A, then the expression c(b)(d) refers to the
action of c(b) E B on d E A.
COROLLARY

1.2. Let b E B and let c, d E A, with deg c = 1. Then
c(b)(d) = c A (b(d)) + (-I)l+d=bb(cd)

Proof.

By (iii),

b(cd) = c (- l)degbz*b;(c)b;(d),

where Ab = c bli @ b,i.

Since c has degree 1, the terms vanish unless deg b,i < 1. If deg bli = 1,
then we have
bj(c) = c(bli) ER
Thus
b(cd) = (- l)degbcA b(d) +

c

(- l)‘degb)-lb,“(c) A b;(d)

deg b,=l

= (-l)degb(c A b(d) - c(b)(d))
This gives us the desired relation.
If we assume that A is generated as an R-algebra by A, , then Corollary 1.2 can be generalized.
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose that A is generated by A,,
c, d E A. Then if AC = C cli @ czi, we have

and that b E B,

c(b)(d) = c (- l)(l+degb)(degcai)c~
A [b(c,i A d)]
Proof. Corollary 1.2 is the case deg c = 1, since then AC =
1 @ c + c @ 1. Using the linearity of our formula, we may assumethat
c = ef with deg e = 1. A straightforward and mildly tedious induction
on deg c now completes the proof.
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If F is a free module of rank n, and b is a generator for An F*, then
there are isomorphisms
hkF -+ II”-~F*
given by a --t a(b). The
following consequence of Corollary 1.3 generalizes this in a useful way:
COROLLARY 1.4.
With the hypothesis of Corollary
that A, = 0 for i > n, and that b E B, . Then

c(W)

1.3, suppose further

= (- l)k4w)

where h = (deg b)(l + deg c + deg d) + (deg c)(deg d).
The duality in F mentioned
above is given by the special case in
which b and d are dual basis vectors of An F and An F*. The proof is
again a straightforward
induction on deg c, using the fact that if x E A
and y E B have the same degree, then x(y) = y(x) E R.
C) Divided Powers in AF
Since we have already treated the divided power algebra A, we will
confine ourselves in this section to working with the bialgebra A F. The
results of this part will not be applied in this paper. The interested
reader will find an application in [6].
A system of divided powers for a graded algebra A is, for each element
a E A of even degree, a sequence of elements a(O), a(l), at2)... satisfying
the following relations.
(1) ~(0) = 1; a(l) = a; &g a(i) = i c&g a

(2) a”‘a’Q’= (pP+ 41

a(9+Q)

(3) (a + by”) = f

a(p-Wk)

if deg a = deg b is even

k0

0 if deg a and deg b are odd
if deg a and deg b are even

(4) (a6)(p) = l&W)
(5) &Q(Q)

= [P, Qla’“‘,

for p>,2

where [p, q] = $$. .

Since elements of degree 1 in A F square to 0, and since A F is generated
by its elements of degree 1, axioms l-4 may be used to define a unique
system of divided powers in A F as follows:
If a E A F is a homogeneous element, we may write
k

u=Ca,
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where each ai is a product of elements of degree 1. Using induction
and axioms 14 we obtain

on K

It is easily checked that this definition also satisfies (5) so that A F has
a unique system of divided powers. These are conveniently related to the
diagonal of A F as follows:
LEMMA
1.5. Let a E A F have degree 1, and let b E A F*
degree. Then a(b@)) = u(b) A b@-l).

have even

Proof.
This can be shown by a direct computation,
or by stealth, as
follows. Since the system of divided powers in A F is unique and since
the proposition
asserts an algebraic identity, it suffices to prove the
proposition
in the case that the ring R is a polynomial ring over the
integers and F is a free R-module.
In this case axioms 1 and 2 imply
p!(b(p)) = bp. Since a is of degree 1, it acts as a derivation
on A F
(formula 1.4), so a(bp) = pa(b) A bp-l.
The proposition
now follows by the torsion-freeness
of A F* over the
integers.
D) Fitting

Ideals and Annihilators

Let 4: F + G be a map of free R-modules,
and suppose rank G = n.
We define c$~,~:hsF @ A’G + A8+l G to be the map given by multiplication: f @ g w AS 4(f) A g, and we define I,($) = ann(coker $s,f).
Of particular interest is the ideal I,,,.+(+);
we will write simply Is($) for
this ideal. Since An G g R, Is(4) is in fact nothing but the “ideal of
s x s minors” of 4, also known as the (n - s)th Fitting ideal of coker($).
On the other hand, if M = coker 4, then coker(+,,,-,)
= Ap M, so
Ir,,-r(4)
= ann(AP M). (See [l] or [7].)
PROPOSITION

(1)

1.5.

With notation as above, we have

I(& t) 1 I(s + 1, t) 2 (I(& wu,

ifs + t + 1 < n. Thus in particular

t))
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Ons further fact that we shall need concerns the grades of the ideals
l,,f . By the above, grade 1,,1(~) = grade I&$).
We will also use some special cases of an important theorem of Eagon
and Hochster which states:
1.6.

Suppose, with the above notations, that F has rank m.
Then gradeIs
< (m - s + l)(n - s + 1). If, with respect to some
bases of F and G the entries of a matrix for 4 form an R-sequence, then
the equality is achieved.
THEOREM

We conjecture that if m > n, and grade&(+) = (m - s + l)(n - s + I),
then I,,,-,($)
= 1z2,n--s(+)= *** = I,.,-,($)
(= I,($)). This is proven,
for t = 0, in [7].

2.

DEFINITION

OF

THE

FUNDAMENTAL

MODULES

Throughout
this section, F is a finitely generated free R-module.
We will construct free modules L,qF, out of which the complexes to be
considered in the rest of this paper are built. These will appear as homogeneous components of modules of cycles in a Koszul complex defined
over the ring SF.
Since SF is a graded SF-module, and A F is a graded A F*-module,
we may regard SF @ A F as a bigraded SF @ A F*-module.
The
identity
map 1: F + F yields, by the identification
Hom(F, F) g
F Q F*, an element c = c, of F Q F* = S,F @ A1 F*. We will write
a,: SF @ A F 7 SF @ A F for the SF @ A F*-module
map given by
multiplication
by c; it is a map of bidegree (2, -1). (Recall that S,F is
the module of elements of degree 2 in SF!) We will drop the subscript F
from 8 and c where there is no danger of confusion.
We define
LF = ker aF.

It is clearly a bigraded SF @ A F*-module
and its bihomogeneous
components are our fundamental building blocks. If we write
a,? S,mlF @ i F + S, @ ‘A’F
for the components
DEFINITION.

of a,, then we have

L,qF = ker a;T: .
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The reason we have chosen this particular indexing for the bihomogeneous components of LF will become clearer from Corollary 2.3.
We first show that LF is a functor:
2.1.

Let 4: F -+ G be a map of jinitely generated free
R-modules. The map S+ Q A 4: SF @ A F + SG @ A G induces a map
w: LF + LG, which is a map of SF @ A G*-modules.
PROPOSITION

Proof.
The algebra maps 1 Q A 4”: SF Q A G” --+ SF Q A F* and
S+Ql:SFQhG*-+SGQAG*
make both SF@AF*
and
SG Q A G* algebras over SF Q A G*, so that both LF and LG are
SF Q A G*-modules.
To see that L.J$ exists and is a map of SF Q A G*-modules,
it suffices
to show that the following diagram commutes, and consists of maps of
SF Q A G*-modules:
SF@AF-

aF

1.s+QA+

.%QAd
1
SG@AG-

SF@hF

(2.1)

aG SG@AG

Let 9 E Hom(F, G) correspond to the element c, E G Q F*, and let a,
be the map given by multiplication
by c, on SG Q A F. Using this notation we can factor the two vertical maps of (2.1) as
SF@AFBF-SF@AF
S4QI

1
SG@AFam-SG@Ai

m Ad’1
SG@hG-

+

IQhd
1
aG SG@hG

The top square of this diagram commutes because Srj Q 1 is an algebra
homomorphism
and c, = $ Q l(cF) = S4 Q l(+). The same reasoning
shows that S+ Q 1 is a map of SF Q A F*-modules,
and thus a map
of SF Q A G*-modules.
The bottom square commutes because A 4 is a map of modules over the
map A q%* of rings (Proposition
1.1, iv); and the last remark before the
proof of that proposition), and cd = 1 Q +*(cc) = 1 Q A d*(cG). Again,
this also shows that 1 Q A F is a map of SG Q A G*-modules,
and
thus a map of SF Q A G*-modules.
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To analyze LF, we note first that since c is an element of odd total
degree in SF @ A F, we have c2 = 0, and thus a2 = 0. Consequently 8
may be considered as the differential of a complex

If 1x1--- x,} is a basis for F, then SF is the polynomial ring R[x, --* x,],
and a: SF @F--t SF is the map that takes the ith basis element of
SF @F = R[x, *** xn]” to the element xi in SF = R[x, ,..., x,].
Moreover, SF @ Ak F g A,k,(SF OF), and with these identifications,
A is the Koszul complex resolving the ideal (x1 ,..., xn) C R[x, ,..., x,].
Thus A is acyclic:

Decomposing SF @ A F and 8 completely into their bihomogeneous
components, we see that A(F) is a direct sum of complexes
Z-l
A,(F)

:

-a--+ Sk-,F @ i F -----+S,~,,,F~
a’-z+’

/jF+.+‘---+

(I

ak1 S,F%Q.

The acyclicity of A now becomes:
PROPOSITION

2.2.

is exact tjck > 0, and A,, is the trivial complex

A,(F)

A,(F): 0 + R --f 0.
This allows us to compute L,‘JF for a number of values of p and q:
COROLLARY

2.3.

(a)

If

p + q # 1, then

LZF = ker 3:;: = im a,P = coker ai?:
(b)

L,lF

= S,F for all p

L,qF = AQF for all q # 0
L,OF = L,qF = 0 for all q # 1, and all p.
L,qF = 0 for all q > rank F
(c)

If rank F = n, then L,“F

G S,-,(F)

@ An F.
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Proof. Part (a) follows at once from the exactness statement of
Proposition
2.1.
The various formulas in (b) came from examining the definition, and
using (a). For example, L,lF = ker(S,F --&+I 0) shows that L,lF =
S,F, while if p # 0, L,‘J = coker(0 --+A” Sp @ An F). The other two
formulas follow similarly. Part (c) follows from the exactness of

Now suppose that 4: F + G is a map of free R-modules,

with

rank F = m 3 rank G = n.
The next section will describe complexes that are, under “generic
circumstances,“free
resolutions of themodules coker(L,‘$
L,*F+L,PG).
Using Corollary 2.3, we can already tell what the annihilators of these
modules are.
We willwriteIp*$
for the ideal of R that is the annihilator of coker(L,‘+).
Thus II1 = ann(coker 4). We retain the notation Ik($) for the ideal of
K x K minors of 4.
PROPOSITION

2.4.

With the above notation,

for every p, q with 1 < p, 1 < q < n. In particular,

Rad(l,q4) = Rad(L&)
The first statement shows that Rad(&Q$) = Rad(Irl+), but by
Proposition
1.5, Rad(ann coker 4) = Rad(l,$).
To prove the first inequality of the proposition,
we first note that
because Q is a map of SF @ A G*-modules,
and thus of SF-modules,
we have a commutative square
Proof.

(2.2)
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If p - 1 > 1, we may use Corollary
images:

2.3a, to write F @ Lg-,F

and

LpQas homomorphic

S,-,F @ i\F-+LDqF
The left-hand
plication

vertical

map in diagram

F 0 S,-,F+

(2.2) is induced

by the multi-

S,-,F

which is an epimorphism.
Thus the left-hand vertical map is an epimorphism.
Of course, the same goes for the right-hand vertical map.
Since (111+)(1&6) clearly annihilates the cokernel of $ @L&$,
it
annihilates coker L,Q+ as well. Thus, if p - 1 > 1, we have

Iterating

this inequality,

But by Proposition

we get

1.5, (1crj)q _CIrq+, so we get
(Ill$)p+q-l

c I,“ljs

as asserted.
To prove the other inequality, we begin in a similar
is a map of A G*-modules,
the diagram

way. Because L$

=l'+@l L/G @ G*
L,p%@ G*----+

1
L"-IF
9

L”,%

1

(2.3)

l Lq-lG
n

commutes. LpqG @ G* and Lg-:-lG, are by Corollary
images:

,!&G @ ;iG @G"-L,qG
Q-l

S,-lG 0 A G-L;-lG

2.3a, homomorphic

@ G*
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and the right-hand vertical map in diagram (2.3) is induced by the module
structure map A* G @ G * + A*-l G. Thus the right-hand map in (2.3)
is an epimorphism
if q < n.
The cokernel of the top horizontal map in (2.3) is G* @ (cokerL,*$),
which obviously has annihilator IpQ& Thus, since our analysis of diagram
(2.3) shows that G* @ coker(l,*+)
maps onto coker(ls--l+), we have

Iterating

this inequality,

we get
I,“4 c I,v.

Note next that Lp14 = S&L The fact that S,(4) is a map of (SG)*modules [Proposition
l.l(iv)] gives us a commutative diagram
&,F@G*=S,G&G*

S&

-

in which, as before, the vertical right-hand
this we conclude that
IJ$ c I;-&
Iterating,

and combining

SD-,G

map is an epimorphism.

this with the inequality

From

I,%J C IP1$, we get

as required.
Since the R-modules occurring in the complex Ak are all free, and
since Ak is exact for K > 0, it follows that L,qF is a projective module
for all p, 4. But in fact L,*F is free.
To see this, we use the first part of the following proposition, which
gives an expression for L,g(F + R) in terms of L,‘JF:
PROPOSITION

2.5. (a) There is a short exact sequenceof S(F@ R) Q AF*-

modules
O+S(F@R)@AF+L(F@R)+LF+O

where the right-hand map is the one derived from the projection F @ R --+ F,
and if we write x for the element (0, 1) E F @ R, the left-hand map is
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multiplication
by 1 @ x: S(F @ R) @ A F +
composed with the canonical map

S(F @ R) @ A(F @ R),

S(F@R)@A(F@R)-tL(F@R)
given by the complex A.

(b)

As R-modules
Q-l

LDq(F 0 R) s S,-,(F

(c)

@ R) 0 /j F @ LDqF

If F is free of rank n, then L,qF is free of rank
n+p-1
( c?+P-1

4+p-2

I(

P--l

1

Proof.
Part (c) follows from part (h) using induction
and the standard identities:

on the rank of F,

for all positive integers a, b, c.
Part (b) follows at once from part (a) since, as we have already remarked,
L,qF is a projective R-module.
To obtain part (a), we use the fact that the Koszul complex K associated
to the ideal (x1 ,..., x,+r) in R[x, ,..., x,+J and the Koszul complex K
associated to the ideal (x1 ,..., XJ in R[x, ,..., xn+r] are related by the fact
that K is the mapping cylinder of the map K -+ K induced by multiplication by x~+~ or, as it is sometimes alternatively put, K E K @ Xn+r ,
where Xn+r is the complex 0 -+ R[x, s.0 x,+J --++I R[x, .*. xn+J -P 0.
Clearly the cokernel of xn+r: K ---t K is the Koszul complex associated
to the ideal (x1 ,..., xn) C R[x, *.* x,]. Now if x1 ,..., x, is a basis of F,
and x,+~ is the basis vector x = (0, 1) E F @ R, then we may identify
R[x, **.x,+~ ]-- S(F@R), K=S(F@R)@hF,
E= S(F@R)@ A(F@R)
and coker(K +++I K) = SF @ A F = A. Thus we have an exact
sequence of complexes
O-+S(F@R)@hF=+

S(F@R)@A(F)-+SF@hF-+O
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In fact, this is an exact sequence of differential S(F @ R) @ A F*modules [where we regard SF as an S(F @ R)-module via the projection
rr:F@R+FJ
Since L(F @ R) is the module of cycles in the complex S(F @ R) @
A (F @ R) which is the mapping cylinder of the left-hand map, while LF
is the module of cycles in SF @ A F, part (a) of the proposition
follows
from an elementary result on mapping cylinders:
LEMMA
2.6. Let 0 -+ U-J
V 4
W--t 0 be a short exact sequence
of difJerentia1 modules and let M be the mapping cylinder off. Then denoting
the modules of cycles, in M and W by C(M) and C( W),respectively,
we have

C(M) g g-lC( W)
Thus there is a short exact sequence

o-+ U+C(M)+

C(W)+0

Proof.
Write do , d, , and dv for the differentials in U, V, and W.
As modules, M g U @ V, and an element (u, v) E M is a cycle if and
only if d,(u) = 0, and dy(v) = f(u). But the second of these conditions
implies the first. For if dy(v) = f(u) then
fd,(u)

= d,f(u)

= d,% = 0

and f is a monomorphism,
so do(u) = 0.
This proves that the following diagram is a pull-back.

On the other hand, f is a monomorphism,
the kernel of g. By a simple
diagram chase, projz: C(M) -+ V is a monomorphism
and is the kernel
of gd, = d,g. However, ker d,g = g-l ker d, = g-‘C( W). The second
statement of the lemma follows at once from the first.
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The proof of Proposition 2.3(a) may easily be made to yield an actual
basis of L,Q(F @ R) f rom one for L,qF. Thus we may inductively build
up a basis of L,q(F) itself. We will need this explicit basis for some future
calculations, so we now exhibit it by exhibiting a subset of the basis of
S,-,F @ Aq F which will inject under a to a basis of L,QF. Let x1 ,..., x,
be a basis for F. If J is a subset of order q of {l,..., n], J = {jr ,..., j,),
say, we write xJ for the element xj, A *** A xj, E AqF. We will identify
S,-,(F) with the free module generated by the monomials M of degree
p - 1 in the variables x1 ,..., x, , and we will label these monomials by
the variables they involve. Thus, if I = {ii ,..., is} C {l,..., n}, we will
write M, for any monomial of the form
M1 = fi x;;

where

ip,

=p-

1,

and

Pk

>

o

for all k

k=l

k=l

Also, if I, J are two subsets of {I,..., n}, then we will write

I<1
if there is some elementj

E J which is at least as large as any element of I:

With these notations we are ready to write down the basis of L,qF. The
proof of the following result involves nothing more than an unravelling
of the identifications
made in the proof of Proposition 2.3.
PROPOSITION 2.7.
Then the elements

Let p + q # 1, and let the notations be as above.
Q-1

a(M, 0 XJ) E SiT 0 A F,

where M, @ xJ E S,-,F @ i F,

and I < J

form a basisof L,qF.

3. RESOLVING

COKER (L+)

Given a map of finitely generated free R-modules F --t* G, we have
seen that there is an induced map LF eL* LG. In this section we will
define some complexes that under “generic” circumstances are minimal
free resolutions
of cokerL,a+.
To be more precise, suppose that
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rank F = m and rank G = n. Then we will define for every pair of
integers p and 4 > 1 a complex

-

d

L;+‘F @ L;-‘+lG*

d,

LDqF

L,W) t
L,‘G

Here, and in what follows, L,lG* means (L,IG)*; thus for example
L,lG* = (S,G)* z D,(G*), the sth component of the divided power
algebra on G*. Note that all the complexes L,P have length m - n + 1.
In section 4, we will prove the following exactness criterion, which is
the main theorem of this paper:
3.1. Let R be a noetherian ring, and supposethat (6: F + G
is a map between free R-modules of ranks m and n, respectively. If
grade I,(+) = m - n + 1, then Lpq(+) is a free resolution of coker(L,q+:
L,qF --t L,qG). If, moreover, R is local with maximal ideal J, and +F C JG,
then L,q(+) is a minimal resolution.
THEOREM

Concerning the hypothesis, we note that for any 4: F + G with
rank F = m, rank G = n, we have
grade&($)) < m - n + 1
This well-known result [8, 111 is actually implied by the theorem. Also,
it is known that the equality is actually achieved, for example, where
the entries in a matrix representing 4 form an R-sequence. By
Proposition 2.4, Rad(l,(+)) = Rad(ann(coker L,%$)). Thus grade(&(4)) =
grade(ann(coker L,%$)), so the hypothesis of the theorem really concerns
the grade of the annihilator of the module being resolved. Since the length
of the complex L,q4 is m - n $ I, the theorem implies that, if grade
1& = m - n + 1, then coker Lp*+ is a perfect module-that
is, one
whose homological dimension is equal to the grade of its annihilator.
Two special casesdeserve mention:
COROLLARY 3.2. With hypothesis and notation as in the theorem, the
complex L,q yields a resolution of coker Aq + for each q, 1 < q < n, and
Lpl yields a resolution of coker S,q3for eachp > 1.
For p = 1 and q = n or q = 1, theseresolutions coincide, as they must,
with the Eagon-Northcott complex [I I] and the “generic resolution” [4].

It has been known for some time [8] that powers of an ideal generated
by an R-sequence x1 ,..., xf can be resolved by the Eagon-Northcott
607/18/3-3
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complex using the device of writing the power as the ideal of minors of
a matrix in a simple way, for example, (x1 , xa , xJ4 is the ideal of 4 x 4
minors of the 4 x 6 matrix:
Ix,

0

0

0

x2

Xl

0

0

x3

x2

Xl

0

x2

Xl

2

x3

0

0

0
0
,.o

:I

i

This procedure
involves choosing a set of generators for the ideal,
which is often inconvenient.
However,
if I C R is the image of a map
F --to R, then Ip is the image of the map
S,+: S,F --+ S,R g R
Thus, if I is generated by an R-sequence,
the corollary may be used to
produce a resolution
of R/P without
recourse to a specific choice of
basis.
We will now define the differentials d and dl of the complexes LP”, and
some more general complexes L$’ which we will use in the proof of
Theorem 3.1. The proof itself will be given in the next section.
We will define complexes
L"a'q5: 0 + LpmF @ L;!T+lG*
+

d

L,% @ L;-‘G*

2
%

L;-%

@ L;yTG*

d_

..a

L,‘F

We define the complex L,%# to be the complex
the map Lpq$: L,qF -+ L,QG.
The maps d are given as follows. Since LF is
we may consider it, by the canonical map A F* E
as a A F*-module.
Similarly, LG* = Hom,,(LG,
module that we consider as an SG-module.
The

LEPltfl~, augmented

by

an SF @ A F*-module,
1 Q A F* C SF @ A F*,
R) is an SG @ A G*element

4 E Hom(F, G)
corresponds
to an element we have called c, in F* @I G; and if we
consider c, as an element of bidegree (1, 2) in A F* @ SG by means of
the identification F* @ G = A F* @ SIG, then cd2 = 0. Thus multiplication by c, induces a differential on the (quadruply)
graded module
LF @ LG* which we call d. The maps we have labeled d in the complex
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L;‘(4)
are the homogeneous components of this d. More concretely put,
LF is defined as a submodule of SF Q A G, while LG* (except for L,1G*)
may, by Corollary 2.3(a) be thought of as a submodule of (SG Q A G)* z
D(G*) Q A G*. Thus LF Q LG* may be thought of as a submodule of
LF@LG*CSF@hF@D(G*)@AG*
and d is the map induced on LF Q LG* by action of the element
~Qc,Q~ESFQAF*QSGQAG*~~SFQAFQD(G*)QAG*.
To define the map 4: L,‘F Q L:-qG* --+ L,qF note first that LF is a
A G*-module
via the map A 4 *: A G” + A F*. Since L’,-qF = 0 for
q >, r, we may assume q < r and in this case we have a canonical
identification Li-*G = AT-* G. Thus L;-” G* = AT-q G*, and we define
dI to be the structure map of the A G*-module LF.
LEMMA

3.3.

With the above notation, Lgr is a complex, that is
d2 = 0

and

d,d = 0

Moreover,
if r = n + 1, then (L,~c$) dI = 0, so that LQan+l may be
augmented by the map L,‘$6 to form the complex L,%$.
Proof.
The identity d2 = 0 follows at once from the fact that cb2 = 0.
To show that d,d = 0, we note that we may assume q < r, and in this
case the maps d and dI are induced by maps on SF Q A F Q D( G*) Q A G*
which we call d’ and d,‘, as in the following diagram

Note that D,G*
by 1 Q c, Q 1,
A1 G* on the A
Ar-qG* on AT-IF.
we have

= G*, and the map d’ which is given by multiplication
may also be thought of as the action of DIG* = G* =
G*-module,
A F. Similarly, 4’ is given by the action of
Thus, for a Q b Q o( Q p E S,F Q ArF Q G* Q A+qG*,
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2.3(a), precisely the kernel of
r--9+1

T--9

DIG* @ A G* 5
and it is easily seen that &*(a

/j

G*,

@ /I) = a: A /3. Thus dr’# is zero on

L;+,+% @ L;-‘G*
as desired.
Finally, we take t = n + I, and we wish to show that

Avoiding

some insignificant

q < n, n > 1, in which

identification
diagram:

Lypq+lG*

special cases, we may assume p + q >, 2,
case we can apply Corollary 2.3(a), and the
= An-q+l G* to produce the commutative

Here d,’ is again given by the action of Ann-‘Jfl G* on An+r F via A $*.
Thus, if a Q b Q /3 E S,-,F @ An+l F, we have

Now h qhis a map of A G*-modules,

so

but A”+l +(b) E An+1 G* = 0, since rank G = n. Thus (I,,“$) dl = 0.
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Remark.
If r > n + 1, it is still possible to augment the complex
L;‘(4)
is an interesting way. For such r there are complexes

~ % L;-h+l)F

@ ,;-V+,+l,

~

L;-h-l’-1F

@ L;--T+P+lG

which generalize the complexes used by Lebelt [20], and whose exactness
properties seem to be parallel to those of the L,*.

4. PROOF OF THE MAIN

THEOREM

We wish to show that, under the hypothesis
that grade In($) =
m - n + 1, the complex LpQ($) of Theorem 3.1 is exact and that, if
$8 C JG, then L,Q is a minimal complex.
The second of these statements follows at once from the definition of
the maps d, d1 , and L,*+ that make up the complex L,*+, for if 4 = 0,
then the maps d, d1 , and Lp*q6 are all 0, and the definition of these maps
clearly commutes with reduction modulo J (or any other “base change”).
To prove the exactness of the complexes Lp%j we will employ the
exactness criterion of Peskine-Szpiro
(which we state in form slightly
weaker than the original):
LEMMA 4.1. (“Lemme
d’acyclicid”,
local ring with maximal ideal J, and let
L:O-+L,-+L,-,+
be a complex of free R-modules.
H(L) all satisfy grade P < k.

[21, 221).

Let R be a noetherian

*.*--+L1+Lo
The associated primes I’ of the homology

This seems always to be applied by means of the following
(which can also be deduced from the main theorem of [3]):
COROLLARY 4.2.

Let R be a noetherian ring, and let
L: O-L,-+

. ..+L.-tL,

corollary
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be a complex of jinitely generated free R-modules. If for every prime ideal
P C R with grade P < k the localized complex (L)p is exact, then L is
exact.
Proof. If H(L) # 0, then H(L) must have some associated prime P.
By the lemma, grade P < k; but then 0 # H(L)p = H(L,), contradicting the hypothesis.
Now the complexes Lpg(+) may all be seen to have length m - n + 1,
so, by the corollary, we need only prove the exactness after localizing at
an arbitrary prime P of grade < m - n + 1. Since grade I&) =
m - n + 1 by hypothesis, we will have (I&)p = In(&) = R, . But this
implies that 4: F +- G is a split epimorphism.
Thus, it suffices to prove
the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let R be any ring and 4: F -+ G be a split epimorphism of free modules,with rank F = m, rank G = n. Then the complexes

L,q(+)
are exact for all p > 1, 1 < q < n.
Remark. We have already shown that coker LpQ4 is annihilated
by
some power of I,& so that if 4 is a split epimorphism,
Lpq$ is a split
epimorphism
as well. Thus, we will really show that under the hypothesis
of the proposition, Lp+ is split exact. To do this it is of course sufficient
to prove that for any maximal ideal P of R, the complex

is exact. Since the formation of L,q+ “commutes with base change” we
now see that it would actually be enough to prove Proposition 4.3 in the
case where R is a field. But this does not seem to simplify the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. We will prove the proposition by examining
a double complex C in which the complex Lp%#, without the terms LpqF
and LpqG, appears as one of the columns. The other columns are complexes of the form (L~+~~‘J+j+‘cj) @ hj G*. Lemma 4.4 exhibits conditions
on C under which we can deduce Proposition 4.3, and Lemma 4.5 shows
the validity of these conditions by analyzing the homology of complexes
of the form &$“+l+. (If p + t + 1 > 12, this homology is actually nonzero!)
Consider the following double complex:

0

0

r‘

0

r’

Qi
. . .

. . .
F:

N

3

0
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column j, for i < n - Q, is Lg+:F @
in row i and column n - Q + 1 is
0 otherwise.
The boundary maps are
n - Q, is (in the notation of section 2)

L;+iF @ (Aa(G
while for i > n - Q they are the same complexes, with the n - 4 + 1st
free module replaced by Li+“iF @ L::K+,G*.
Since the complexes AiG
are exact for i > 1, and L~I:+, is the (n - p)th module of cycles of Ai,
we see that every row of C except for the 0th is exact. The homology of
the 0th row is of course L,aF. In such circumstances
an easy spectral
sequence argument or a mildly tedious diagram chase yields:
LEMMA
4.4. Let C be as above. Suppose that, for i < n - q, the ith
column of C has a possibly nonvanishing homology module only in the
(n - q)th row; call this homology group Ti . Suppose further that the
horizontal drgerentials 1 @ a,* of C induce maps Ti -+ T,+l that make
the sequence

exact, with coker( T,-,-,
+ T,-J = L,aG.
Then the (n - q + l)st
column of C is acyclic, and may be augmented (with maps arising from the
spectral sequence) to an exact sequence
. . . --f L;‘“F

@ ,;-,+l,*

--% L;+lF @ ,;-q+l,*

.+P L;F + L,QG --t 0

Remark.
If we only wanted to prove the proposition
in the special
case p = 1, we could have used a somewhat
simpler result on double
complexes; for in this case it will turn out that the columns of C are
acyclic (Lemma 4.5).
Proof.
We give the spectral sequence proof, leaving the diagramchase version to the interested reader. Since all but the 0th row of C is
exact and that row has only. one term, one of the two spectral sequences
associated with C collapses at the first (El) term, and the homology of
the “total complex” of C is the nonvanishing
term in the 0th row, L,qF.
On the other hand, the hypotheses of the lemma imply that the other
spectral sequence of C collapses at the second term; thus there is an
induced filtration of the total homology L,qF in which the homology of
the last column maps monomorphically
into LpqF, and the cokernel is the
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homologyl,gG
of T. Since only the 0th total homology module is nonzero,
the last column of C must be exact except possibly at Lp+lF @ L~-g+lG*.
The map from the homology of the last column into L,qF is given by a map

which comes from alternately “pulling
back” and “pushing down”
along the sequence of maps along the lower edge of the double complexC;
we wish to show it is (plus or minus) the map 4 . To be precise, if we
make the usual identifications LliG* = G* and S,G* = G*, then this
sequence of maps is
L",+%@c;*
*ma,*

@

1

n-a
A

n-n+1
G"%+L

;+‘F @

/\

G*

d,@l
n-g

.a- -++LpnF

@ A G*

d,61 1

Thus, if we take a @ 01~A *** A ‘Y,+~+~ E Lz+l @ An-q+l G*, its image
in L,qF can be expressed, using the A G*-module
structure of L,qF, as

The conclusion of the lemma follows.
Proposition 4.3 will follow at once from Lemma 4.4 once we know
that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 are valid. It is not even necessary
to check that the map
LDqF --+ L,qG

in the conclusion of Lemma 4.4 is the map Lp’$4! For we know by
Proposition
2.4 that, in the circumstances of Proposition
4.3, L,‘+b
induces an epimorphism
of coker dI onto L,qG. But by Lemma 4.4
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coker(d,) E LPQG; so 4 must induce an isomorphism (coker dr) --t LpqG
(otherwise the kernel would be a summand, violating the additivity of
ranks of free modules). Consequently, LPq4 is exact as claimed, in the
proposition.
It remains to verify that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 are satisfied
for C. First of all, we must compute the homology of the columns of C.
As we have said, the jth column of C is the complex

Its homology

is plainly

the homology

of

--+ L;-~L @ SneqmjFIG* --f 7-e--+ L;-lF

tensored with AJ’ G*.
To compute this, let rk E S,G @ S,G*
the map that is dual to the pairing

@ G* -+ L;!F

be the image of 1 E R under

(,):S,G*@S,G+R

rk is a sort of generalized
structure on LG by letting
zkk: L,“G

trace element.

= L,“G

We now use the SG-module

@ S,G” + L;,,G

be the map induced by multiplication
a splitting of 4: F ---t G, and let
xk: L,“G -+ L;,,F

@ S,G*

by TV . Finally,

let o: G + F be

@ S,G*

be the composite
L,“G - ”

L;,,G

@ S,G* Lp+k:
- O@’ L&F

@ S,G*

The map xk actually identifies LpnG with the homology

of L,“J$~-~+~+:

LEMMA
4.5. For each p, q with 1 < p < n, 1 < q < n, the map xneq
induces an isomorphism

L;+q-,G zz H(L;“+?$)
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In particular,
the homology of the jth column of C occurs, for j < n - q,
only in the (TZ- q)th YOW of C.
Proof.
First suppose that 4: F -+ G is an isomorphism,
i.e., that
rank F = n, and let a: G -+ F be its inverse. In this case Lg+“F = 0
for i > 0, so the complex we are interested in takes the form

LQa@+?$:
0 + L,“F @ S,-,G*

+ L;-IF

0 Sn--q--lG*

We will establish the lemma, in this case, by induction
p = 1. We will use the identification LltF g A t F.
Let f E An F* be a generator. Then the map
a w a(f):
is an isomorphism,

A F -

let

nitF’*

and if 01E F*, then by Corollary

[441(f) = a * a(f)

on p. First,

1.2,

&a(aAf)=olha(f)

sinceaAfEA
n+l F* = 0. Thus a 4 a(f) is an isomorphism
of A F*modules. But this implies that there is an isomorphism
of complexes:

LQ,q+l+:0 + i

(AnegG)*:

0 -+ i

4+1

F @ S,-,G*

G* @ S,-,G*

---f

.-- --+/\F@G*-

-+ -.. --+ nxl

RF-0

G* @ G* +

“rT” G* +

0

where A,-,G is the complex described in section 2. By Proposition 2.2,
A,-,G is exact, and thus split exact, so that (AnVnG)* and Lp*+l are
exact, unless q = n, in which case the complex Liprp+l# degenerates to
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On the other hand, LT+q-nG = 0 for q < n and the map x0: L,*G -+
L,nF = AnF is just the isomorphism Ll%. This proves Lemma 4.5 in
case+:F E G andp = 1.
We now let p > 1 be arbitrary, while still supposing that 4: F + G
is an isomorphismwith
inverseo. The short exact sequences of SF@ A F*modules
0 +

LFIF

inclusion

with which we are provided
exact sequence of complexes

L:‘“‘+‘& 0 -

L,“F

@ S,-,G*

t S,-lF

@

i

F

-

aF

LDtF -+ 0

by Corollary

2.3(a), gives rise to a short

-

@ S,-,-lG*

L;-‘F

--+-.a

-

L,qF

(4-l)
If q = n, this diagram degenerates to
S,-,F @ L;*n+l+

0 -+ S,-,F @ i F 0 S,G* - 0
II

Ly+?$

0 -

L,“F @ S,G* -

0

and the homology is isomorphic to LpnG by x,, = Lp%, as before.
If q < n, then the complex S,-,F Q L,Pv*+l4 is exact by the case
p = 1 of our lemma, so our induction on p, together with the long exact
sequence in homology, associated to (4.1) gives
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where .zJis the connecting homomorphism
associated to (4.1). We wish
to show that .$x,-,-r = x,-~. Since 5 is induced by “pushing forward
and pulling back” along the maps of the diagram
-&F

0 S,-,-,G*
1
n-1

S,-,F

0 ;i F 0 S,-,G*

L,“F

-+ S,-,F

0 A F @ S,-,-,G*

@ S&P

in (4.1), it suffices to show that the diagram

“n-2

FL,“F @ S,-,G*

commutes.
Identifying LpnF and Lg+q-n G with S,-,F Q AnF and S,+,-,-,G
@ AnG
by the isomorphisms aF and 8,) respectively, and identifying F and G by
the isomorphism 4, it suffices to show the commutativity
of
S,,,-,G

@ ;i G f,_,_l

S,-,G @ A G @ S,-,-,G*

f n--P
1
SD-,G @ ;i G @ S,-,G*

1 aFm

- ‘81’

n-1
SD-,G @ A F @ S,-,-,G*

where d is the differential of the complex L,Ppqfl( 1). Choosing a basis and
a dual basis ei and E$for G and G*, we must prove that, for
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comes to the same thing,
(1 @ e,)(~,-,)

= (ei @ 1) 7n-4-1 E S,-,G

0 S,-,,G*

To do this, we will use bases (although there is a conceptual proof:
if we regard SG @ SG* = SG @ D(G*) as D,,(SG
@ G*), then TV
is the Rth divided power of 71 = x ei @ ei . Thus by Lemma 1.5,

Let u be a multiindex
of length n; that is u = (ur ,..., un), where the
ui are positive
integers,
and set 1u ( = C ui , eU = ni e,ui E SG,
&A) -- n ~i:~i) E D(G*) = SG*. Then 7k = CluIzk eu @ & and we have

=

C

e”

@

ei(du))

IuI=vw
Ui#O

since ed(+)
we have

= 0 if ui = 0. Writing

24’ = (ur ,..., 2+-r , ui -

1, uitl ,..., 24,)

, ,Cwq e” @ ei(dU)) =
C eieU’ @ &‘)
u 12
IuI=9z--n
U,#O
U*#O

= c

eieU

@

ecu)

lul=n-q-1

= (ei 0 1) . T,-,+~
as required. This concludes the proof of the lemma for the case in which
rankF = rank G.
For the general case of the lemma, we use induction on the rank of F.
Since 4: F --f G is onto, we have F = G @ her 4, and we may assume
that ker 4 is free (for example by localizing).
Thus, if rank F # rank G, we may write F = F' @ R, 4 = (+', 0):
F' @ R --t G, with u’: G -+ F' the splitting of +‘: F' + G induced by
o: G + F. Write c F -+ F' for the projection;
then since + = #rr,
the element of F' Q G corresponding
to 4’ satisfies (r* Q 1) c,* = c, .
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Thus the action of c,~ on SF @ A G* or LF @ A G* is the same as that
of c,, and the short exact sequence of S(F’ 0 R) @ A F’*-modules
O+S(F’@R)@
with which Proposition
of complexes,
0

/\F’+L(F’@R)-LF’-0

2.5 provides us gives rise to a short exact sequence
0

1
S,-,F

n-1

... A

@ L;++$‘:

SawIF @ A F’ 0 S,-,G*

_j

4:

.-- -

L,“(F

+ R) @ S,-,G*

But we already know that, for 4 < n, H(L$l,P)
projection
y/+1+

-

a.0

= 0; so the natural

,Ly+l&

induces an isomorphism
on homology. To prove the lemma
suffices to observe that, since $ = (inclusion) c#‘, the diagram
L,“(F

@ R) 0 S,-,G*

LDn(F) @ S,-,G*

commutes.

***

1

1
LP.Gfl
2,

1

it now
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In view of Lemma 4.5, the homology
the (n - q)th row and is
LL+j-nG

of the jth column

of C occurs in

0 i G*

so the sequence T of Lemma 4.4 has the form:
T: 0 -+ L;++,G

-+ L;+g-n+lG

@ G* + ..a

n-a-1

--+L;-_,G@

A

n--8

G*-+L,“G@

A G*

We will first show that the differential
in T is multiplication
by
the element c = cc E G Q G* = S,G @ A1 G* corresponding
to the
identity map G + G. We will denote this multiplication
map by a. The
differential in T is, by definition, induced by the differential 1 @I a* of
the (n - q)th row of C where
a:SG@hG+SG@AG
is the map induced
must prove that

by multiplication

GLM-,G

0 i

G*

by the same element c. Thus we

2

j+l
0 A G*

+CLati+l-nG

commutes.
Clearly
j+1

LpRG @ S,+jG*

@ i G* - ‘W*

LD”O@l

1

L,“G

@ Sn+j--lG*

@ A G*

Ln%@l@l

01

1
j+1

LDnF @ S,-g-jG*
commutes,

@ ;\ G* - loa*

LDoaF @ Sn--q-j-lG*

so it is enough to prove that

(1 @ a*> 5&&-*-j = x,-,-j-la

@ A G*
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@ A” G for every p. Thus,

1x,-,-j01

1

q-,-,-1

it

01

commutes.
In terms of elements, let e, ,..., e, and .Q ,..., Ed be a basis and dual basis
for G and G*. We will use the same multi-index
notation as in the proof
of Lemma 4.5, for elements of SG and SG*.
For

we have
1 @ 1 0 8*(%+o-i

@ l(a @ b @ cx))

==c
c e”a @ b @ ei(du)) @ ci A CY
i lul=n-q-j
while

L%,-,-~-~ 0 l(S(a @ b 0 a))

Interchanging
the order of summation
in the upper sum and then
suppressing
the terms for which ui = 0, we see at once exactly as in
the proof of Lemma 4.5, that these two sums are equal.
We now know that

is the differential
of the complex
T. Identifying
s p+n-n+iG Q A” G as usual, we may map

by sending
complexes

between

with

a @ b @ Q:E Sp+q-n+i-IG
@ An G @ Ai G* to
of Corollary
1.2, this yields an isomorphism
of
T and the complex T’: 0 -+ S,+,-,-iG
@ An G --+

an element

a @ a(b). By virtue

Lg+n-n+jG
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5‘,+,,-aG
@ An-l G + a** -+ S,-,G @ A” G which is the complex
Ap+q--lG, truncated at S,-,G @ Aq G. By Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.3(a), this is exact, and coker(S,-,G @ Aq+l G---f S,-,G @ Aa G) =
LpqG, precisely as required for the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

5. AN APPLICATION:

SOME

GENERICALLY

PERFECT IDEALS

Let F and G be free R-modules of ranks m and n, respectively, with
---t G and a: R --t F be maps. Set b = $a: R -+ G.
In this section we will consider the ideal J($, a) generated by z(4) and
im b*. Our work was inspired by some work of Herzog [16] in which
he shows that, for m = n or m = n + 1, the ideals J($, a) are generically
perfect of height 171.He does this by exhibiting their minimal free
resolutions. We will show, more generally, that for any m > n a complex
K(+, a) of length m can be constructed from the complexes L,a($), which
will be a free resolution of J(#J, a) in case grade J(#J, a) 3 m. For the
generic case (i.e., when the entries xii of a matrix for 4, and the entire
y1 ,..., ym of a matrix for a are all independent indeterminates), we do
have grade J($, a) = m, and thus the ideals J(4, a) are “generically
perfect.”
We now define the complex K($, a). For each Q 2 1 the following
diagram commutes:
m > n, and let+:F

n-q+1

* n-gc1,p

A Fy-+
1a

(*I

AG
1b

n-q+2
A---+

n-g+1

n--Q+2
*n-a+z+

AG

where the vertical maps are multiplication in A F and A G by the elements a(1) E A1 F and b(1) E A1 G, which we again call a and b, respectively. We will define maps of complexes
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which are given by (*) in degrees 1 and 2, and which make the complexes
L;I-*+‘(c$) into the rows of a double complex:

1
n+2

O+L&G*

@iF

(**I

72+1

-...~L,~G*oAF~L,~G*oAF-F-G

4

J

i

i

4
i
n+2

O+L;-,G*@iF

O-L;-,G*@iF

n-n+1

-...~L2qG*O/\F-LlqG*OAF-L

A F+

la

1UIP

w-2

la+1

n-Q-E-2

@;?F ~...~L~-lG*OAF-L~-lG”OAG4

4

i

i
-+...-+L21G*@

i

i
w-1

1%q
0 -+L;:nG*

4

A F-t
4
i

la+2

n+1

A F+L,lG*@

A F+

i
n-at1

A G

lb
n-m-2

A G

4

J

i

a

iF-+

iG

We define K(4, CZ)to be the total complex associated to the double
complex (**).
The remainder of this section will be devoted to the definitions of the
vertical maps up * in the doubly complex (* *) and the proof of the following results.
THEOREM
5.1. Let F ++ G be a map of free R-modules with rank F =
m > rank G = n. Let a: R --f F and let K($, a) be the total complex
associated to the double complex (* *).

Let J(4, a) be the ideal of R generated by the images of
Ji:iG*@iF+R

and

b*: G* -

R

where b = $a. Then
(1)

The homology

of K(+, a) is annihilated

by J(r#, a).
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(2) If R is a local ring with maximal ideal M, and if 4(F) Z MG
and a E MF then K($, u) is a minimal complex.
(3) Grade .!(A 4 < m, and K($, u) is exact if and only if grade
I(+, u) = m, in which case I($, u) is perfect.
In the generic case these conditions are actually satisfied; more
precisely we have
THEOREM

5.2. Let S be any commutative regular noetheriun ring and let

be the polynomial ring in mn + m indeterminutes with m > n. Let
(b: R* --f R” be the map with matrix (xi& and let a: R -+ Rm be the map
with matrix ( y1 ,..., y,). Then I(+, u) is a perfect ideal of grade m.
Further, if n > 2, then K(4, u) is the minimal free resolution of R/ J(+, a),
and the type of the Mucuulay *ring R/ J(+, a) is given by the binomial
coejicient (;I;).
Recall that if J C R is a perfect ideal of grade m in a regular ring R,
then the type of R/J is by definition the minimal number of generators of
ExF(R/J, R). It is an invariant of R/ J [17].
The proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 depend only on the existence of the
maps LF-p+l($) -4 L:-p+2(+) making (* *) into a double complex and
on the fact thatl(u) = Im(u*: F* -+ R), then uq(L:-*+l($)) C I(u)L~-~+“(+).
They do not depend on the precise form of the maps u*, which we
nevertheless must give in order to establish their existence.
To define the maps ur,q: L,qG* @ An+pF + LqklG* @ An.+pF, we
will find a convenient basis for L,qG* and make certain conventions.
It will then be necessary to interpret the boundary maps of the complexes
Ly-q+l(+) in terms of these conventions.
Let {g, ,..., g,> and {R ,..., r,> be dual basesof G and G*, respectively.
In Proposition 2.7 it was shown that a basis for L,qG consisted of the
elements (a(M, @g,) 1I 3 fl where a: S,-,G Q Aq G + S,G @ AQ-l G,
MI is a monomial of degree p - 1 in the variables gi with i E I (that is
M, = nis,g;i)
and gJ = gj, A .** A gis where J = {jr ,..., j,}. Since
L,qG* is the image of a*: S,G Q Ag-l G* -+ S,-,G* @ Aq G*, we will
describe elements of S,G* @ AQ-~ G* whose images under a* yield
a basis for L,qG*. The proof that these do actually yield a basis is exactly
parallel to that of Proposition 2.7, so we omit it.
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If J is a subset of {l,...,
p in S,G, denote by
(Note that the subscript
which basis elements yi
bases to the monomial
{L..., n} with ii < ... <
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n> and M,’ = nIisJ# is a monomial of degree
MJ the element nioj yp) E D,(G*) = S,G*.
J in MJ does not determine M,-it
merely tells
occur.) The elements (MJ) then are the dual
basis of S,G. Similarly, if I = {ii ,..., i,-i) C
i,-i , denote by y1 the element
Q-l

Yi

A
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Yi,-,

E A

9-l
(G*)

=

A

G*.

The elements (M, 6J yl> form a basis of S,G* @ AQ-i G*. We will say
that J > I if some element of J is strictly greater than every element
of I, and we will say the M, @ yI is distinguished if J > I. If J > I, then
J = J1 u K with J1 n K = 4, J1 < I (i.e., every element of J1 is less
than or equal to some element of 1), and every element of K is greater
than every element of I. It then is clear that MJ = MJIM, , where the
multiplication is that of the algebra SG*, and that MJ, and MK are
uniquely determined by Mi and I. The element MK is in S,G* for some
t > 1 and the distinguished basis element MJ @ yr is called amply
distinguished if t > 2. We now state without proof:
PROPOSITION

5.3.

The elements{a*(MJ @ yl)/MJ @ yI is distinguished}

form a basisfor L,qG*.
Using this notation, we can make explicit the boundary map
d: L,QG* @ An+p F ---t LE-,G* Q An+p-i F in the complex LTPq+i($):
PROPOSITION
5.4. Let q3:F -+ G be a map of free modules,and let {g,}
and {yi} be dual basesof G and G *. With the foregoing terminology and
notation, if MJ Q yr = MJIMK @ yr is amply distinguished, then

ivherefEAn+pF.IfMJQyl=
MJIM, @ yr isnot amply distinguished,
then there exists a unique k E K and MK = yk . If i = iqml is the largest
element of I, then
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Probf. If M, Q yI is amply distinguished,
then g,(M,) @ yr is a
distinguished basis element of S,-,G*
@ AQ-r G* so that the first part
of the proposition is merely an explicit restatement of the definition of
the boundary map d in LF-“+‘(+). If MJ @ yr is merely distinguished,
then

Now the elements g,(M.,)
only problem
arises with
However, the element MJlyg
a*(MJl~f
0 YI-(6) = WI 0

yk @ yr are distinguished for j E Jr, so the
the undistinguished
element Ml1 @ yI .
@ yI-{o in S,G* Q AeV2 G* is such that
YI -I- C rt g(MJl) ‘yi 0 YU+ID
SO that

and we see that the elements g,(M.,)
Thus

yi @ ylV~)-~i~ are distinguished.

n+ZJ

upq: L,‘G*

@ A F + L;-‘G”

*+2-J

@ A F

of the double complex (**) associated to maps $: F + G and a: R -+ F.
If MJ @ yr is an amply distinguished element, and f E An+pF, we set

where am is the action of the element a = a( 1) E A1 F on y, E A G*.
If MJ Q y, is not amply distinguished, we let i be the greatest element
of I and write M; = MJ,yk with k > i, and every element of J1 < i.
In this case we define
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To check that this definition of the maps up* make+**)
into a double
complex is long but straightforward
work, so we will only sketch a
method which the interested reader may apply if he wishes. It is necessary to check the commutativity
of the diagram

and the fact that ugV1u23*= 0. One does both these things by applying
the maps to basis elements Mi @ yI @f of L,*G* @ An+PF. If
M, @ y, is amply distinguished,
there is no great difficulty.
In case
MJ @ yr is not amply distinguished
the computation
is facilitated by
considering three cases:
(1)

Every element of J is < the greatest element of I - {i>

(2) in J
(3) i # J but some element of J is > the greatest element of I where we have as usual written i for the greatest element in 1.
This completes our description of the double complex
We now turn to the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.

(i},

(* *).

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Part (2) of Theorem 5.1 follows at once from
our construction
of (* *). We will now show that Parts (1) and (3) follow
easily from Theorem
5.2. (See [19] f or a general discussion
of this
phenomenon.)
Let S = 2, the ring of integers, and R, = S[X,, , Yk].
Let &: R,m -+ R, n be given by the matrix (Xii), and let a,: R --t Rm
be given by the matrix (Yr ,..., Y,), as in Theorem 5.2. Then we know
that K(& , a,,) is the minimal free resolution of R,/ J(& , aO). If R, c$, and a
are as in Theorem 5.1, then K(+, u) is a specialization
of K(&, , a,,);
that is, there is a unique homomorphism
R,,c + R such that K(+, a) =

R OR, K(+,, , 4. If r E J(& , a,,),then the map

induced by multiplication
by r, induces 0 on R,/ J(+O , a,,), and thus is
homotopic to 0 by some homotopy s. But then R @ s is a homotopy
on K(+, u) which shows that multiplication
by c(r) is homotopic to zero
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on K($, a). Thus c(r) annihilates the homology of K($, u). Since J(+, a) =
RS(J(& , G)), part (1) is proven.
As for part (3), we make use of Lemma 4.1 which shows that if the
homology of K(+, a ) is annihilated
by an ideal of grade >, m, then
K(4, u) is exact.
Thus, if grade I(+, u) > m then K($, a) is exact, andpd(R/J($,
u)) < m.
However, for any ideal J we have

so this forces grade J(+, a) = m.
Proof of Theorem 5.2.

well-known

If R, 4, and a are as in Theorem

5.2, then it is

that
grade I,($) = m - n + 1

(see, e.g., [ll]). Th us we may apply the following
weak version of Theorem 5.1, 1).

lemma,

which is a

LEMMA
5.5. In the setup of Theorem 5.1, supposethat grade I&) =
m - n + 1. Then some power of the ideal J = ](+, u) annihilates the
homology of K(+, u).

Proof. We must of course give a proof independent of Theorem 5.2!
By Theorem 3.1, the rows of (**) are exact under the hypotheses of the
lemma. By the spectral sequence of the double complex (**), the
homology of K(+, a ) is the same as the homology of the complex of
cokernels of the maps A” t$, for p = l,..., n. That is, if we let C, =
coker An-p 4, the maps in the diagram
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induce maps C, + C,,, which make the C, into a complex C having
the same homology as K(q$ a). By Proposition 1.5 the C, are themselves
annihilated by I,(+), so the same goes for the homology of K(+, u). Thus
we need only show that some power of I(b), the ideal generated by the
coefficients of b, kills H(K(q3, u)). To this end, let b = (b, ,..., b,) E Rn = G,
and let T be the localization of R at the multiplicatively
closed set
generated by one of the 6,; we must show that

is exact. But b and a are basis elements of T Q F and T Q G, respectively, so that the first two rows of the following diagram are Koszul
complexes associated with the unit ideal.

()-,T@C,-,+

0

0

T@Cn-2+***-+

0

TOC,--..*-+T@Cn-0

...

0

...

0

Thus they are split exact and have “compatible”
splittings given by
action on the A(T @ F*)-modules
A(T @ F) and A(T @ G) by a dual
basis element to a in A1(T @ F*). This shows that T @ C is split exact,
so that T @ H(C) = 0. Th us some power of bi annihilates H(K(#, a)).
Since i was arbitrary, the lemma is proven.
To finish the proof the Theorem 5.2 it is enough to show that with $
and a as in Theorem 5.2, K(+, a ) is exact. By Lemmas 4.1 and 5.5, it
suffices to show that, in this case, grade J($, u) > m.
LEMMA 5.6.

Let 4, a be as in Theorem 5.2. Then grade J(+, u) > m.

Proof. We proceed by induction on n, the case n = 1 being trivial.
Assume that grade J($, u) < m. Then there is a prime ideal P containing
J($, u) such that gradegPR,
< m. Define 4’: R” --t R”-l to be the map
whose matrix is (Xi3) wrth 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n - 1. By our induction
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assumption, grade J($‘, u) > m, so that P cannot contain J(d’, u).
However, if b = C+ and b’ = +‘a, it is clear that I(b) S I(&) [where we
write I(b) for im b*, and I(b’) for im b’*]. Thus, P must fail to contain
I,-r(d’); we may clearly assumethat P does not contain the n - 1 x n - 1
minor
Xl,

***

-L-l

Let T = R, . In T, the above minor is invertible, so that the ideal in T
generated by I(b’) is equal to that generated by Yi ,..., Y,-r .
is a localization of R[Xij , Y, ,..., Y,l, and
Now T/(Y, ,..., Y,J
Y,-,)
is
a
localization
of a “generic” m x n matrix. Thus
4 0 T/(Yl >***,
grade vn(d)~ Yl y.a.9Y~-l) =m-n+1
(Yl ,**., y,-1)
Since Yi ,..., Y,-r is a T-sequence, this shows that, in T,

grade(J($,4) > gradeM+), W’)) b m
which contradicts the assumptions

TJ(T, a) C PT,

6. ANOTHER

gradePT < m

GENERIC

COMPLEX

Let F and G be free R-modules of ranks m and n, respectively, and let
4: F ---t G be a map. Write ~$r,~:A’F Q A8 G --+ Arts G for the “multiplication” map. It would be very desirable to know the minimal
free resolution of coker4F,, under the assumption that its annihilator,
which has the same radical as I,-,($)
by Proposition 1.5, has grade
(s + l)(m - n + s + l), the maximum possible. This was done in
section 3 for s = 0 when m > n. (The case s = 0, m < n can easily be
deduced from this.) For s = 1, r = n - 1, the desired complexes have
been found for the caseswhen m = n [14] or m = n + 1 [23].
In this section we will show how to construct free complexes Fp(+),
2 < p < n, of length 4, which seem to be solutions to the problem for
s = 1, r = p - 1, m = n. For p = n, F”(4) will be the complex of
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and Neglrd.
For p = 2 we have also checked
of Fp(+), so we have

PROPOSITION
6.1. Suppose 4: F +
rank F = rank G = n. Suppose that
case when 4 is represented by a matrix
free resolution of R/I,-,(+),
and F2(+)
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G is a map of free R-modules, and
grade&,(@)
= 4 (as will be the
of indeterminates).
Then F”(4) is a
is a free resolution of A2 (coker +).

If R is local with maximal ideal M, and if+(F) C MG, then Fp(+) will
be a minimal complex for each p. Thus, in this case, the free resolutions
of Proposition 6.1 will be minimal free resolutions. It would probably not
be difficult to check the following.
Conjecture.
Under the hypotheses of Proposition
6.1, Fp(q5) is a free
resolution of coker(+,,,-,)
for each p between 2 and n.
We now turn to the details of the construction,
which starts from one
of the grade-sensitive
complexes defined in [2] (which may well give
nonminimal-in
fact, infinite-resolutions
of coker(ArF @ AsF --f Ar+SG)
for every r, s, m and n). We will begin with a description
of the part of
that complex which we need. For further details, the reader should consult [2].
We fix a map +:F -+ G, where F and G are free modules of rank n,
and we define for each p 3 2 a complex:

The terms

C,p and the maps &p are described

as follows:
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These are just the initial terms of the general
[2] in the special case we are considering.

complex

described

in

6,“: CID -+ C,,p is the map $,,0 + $,-1,1
aI”: C’,n + C,p is defined on generators by:
Slp(P 0 a 0 4 = W&4

+ B(u) 0 b and

%"(~l

a1

0

u2)

=

a1

* 62 +

0

C(a2)

6,? C,P + C,” is defined on generators by:
S2p(B 0 al 0 u2) = B 0 al 0 d(a2) + 13W 0 a2 and
S2"(%
S,?

0
c,p

P 0
---f

@2 0

v

=

4$

0

4? 0

b +

a1 0

Qw2)

is defined on generators by:

c,*

WB1 0 al 0 B2 0 ~2 0 4 = t% 0 al 0 W2>(a2> + A(4
s3p(%

0

B 0

a2

0

a3>

=

4)

0

a2

0

a3 +

Ql

0

B 0

0 P2 0 a2 0 b and
a2 @$(a,)

The terms Cp for i > 4 and the map Sip for i > 3 are defined similarly
(an explicit definition is given in [2]), but will not be needed for our
purposes here.
Next we define a complex:
w D32’ - a3 D,p + alp D,’ 3
D”: .*. -+ D4p ---+
D,p
The terms D,P and DIP are 0, and &,P and aID are 0.
n--9

D,” = A G* @ ;i F
9-l

PI-1

D,P=AF@/\G*B~;F

To describe D4p, first set
n-q+1
X=

A

G*O/IF~~~‘G*Oj;FO~‘FOFO/IG*O~F

and let Z(X) be the kernel of the map r: X ---f AP F @ An G* Q A” F
defined by:

and
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The notation & and /3ri means we are taking the terms in d(/3J =
C /& @ /& with degree pii = n - p. We now set:
D,P = Z(X)
The map L&p: D,p -+ D,p is defined by

and a,p: D,p -+ D,p is defined b y restriction to Z(X) of the map, again
denoted by asp, of X into D3p given on the generators by:

Again, the terms Di p for i > 4 are not needed here; we set them
as well.
Finally, we define a trivial complex

= 0

E”: “- + E4p -+ E3p + E,’ -+ E,P --f E,p

by setting EiP = 0 for i # 1, 2, E,P = E2P = AP F, and the map
E,P ---f Elp is the identity.
With these complexes in hand, we define maps of complexes

as follows :
z+,p = 0; urp is the projection onto APF, and z+P = urp &rP. This
describes UP completely.
The maps q,P and vrp are, of course, zero. To define v2P, vap and vqP,
we shall choose a basis {g, ,..., g,> of G, and let {rI ,..., r,> be the dual
basis of G*. (Although we shall define our maps v~P using these bases,
the reader will see that the maps really have an invariant definition.)
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where again the notation ajr, a; means we are taking
d(a) = 2 aj’ @ ai with degree aj’ = n - 1.
P-l

n-1

AF@

A G*@iF-+C,pisdefinedby

v&
v3%

0 B 0 a2) =

oqP: Z(X)
to Z(X).

the terms

in

443) 0 a2 0 4 + al 0 C yi * B 0 a2 0 gi

C

deg a&w?

L

--f C,p is again going to be defined on X, and then restricted

and
v4p(a1 0 a2 0

B 0

a3J

=

al

0

B 0

a3 0

a2

With a little laborious calculation, one shows that the maps VP and UP
are maps of complexes, and that u Pv P = 0. We may therefore define a
complex Fp($) by setting:
F”(d),

= ker u,P/im viz’

for

i = 0, 1,2,3,4

and
F”(~#J)~ = 0

for

i>4

(If we had defined the terms Ci P, Dip and the maps v,. for i > 4, it would
have followed that FP(4)i = 0 for i > 4.)
We then have:
F”(+>o = fi G
P-l
FpW,

=

/\

F

0

F”(+)2 = L;-‘(F*)*

G

@ A(G*)

@ i\ F

where A(G*)
is the cokernel of the map An-p G* -+ An-p+l G* @ G
definedby/I+CyiAfi@gi.
This is easily seen to be isomorphic
to
Lt-lG,
and thus, A(G*) is a free module.
n-D+1

Fp(+),=
F”(4)*

A

G*@;iF@F

= ;i F @ i G* @ A F
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of length 4 and agrees with
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Remark.
The term D4p seems mysterious,
but it is seen to be free for
the same reason that ker U$ is seen to be free. [ker U$ is easily seen to be
L;-l(F*)
@ A+-p+l G” @ A”F @ G.]
The proof of Proposition
6.1 is more calculation, using an idea that
follows from [3] or from Lemma 4. I : Since the length of the complex
Fp(+) is 4, and we are trying to prove it exact under the hypothesis that
grade&-,($)
= 4, it is enough to show that Fp($) is exact under the
additional hypothesis that 1%-i(+) = R, or equivalently,
it is enough to
show that some power of &i(4)
annihilates the homology of Fp(+). This
may be done either by defining a homotopy on Fp(+) for multiplication
by an element of In-i(+), or by assuming that 4 has, for a suitable choice
of bases in F and G, the matrix:

and proving the exactness of Fp(+) directly in this case.
A close examination
of the complexes
defined in [2] for a map
#J: F + G indicates that a resolution
of coker(AP-l
F @ G -+ Ap G),
even when m > n, should always start out as:
. . . 4-‘(F*)*@A(G*)@~F+~‘F@G@;iG

(6-l)

For p = n and m = n + 1, these terms agree with those in the complex
described in [23], despite the fact that they appear at first glance to be
somewhat
different.
It further appears, although our work in this direction is still very
fragmentary,
that in general a “resolution”
of coker(ArF @ A”G --+ Ar”G)
should start out as:
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where p = r + s, Ki-,F = ker(ArF Q Ap--r-t F + hp-t F) and T is
a suitable submodule of the bracketed term such that the factor module
is free. To make this last remark a bit clearer, we will show why the term
Lg-l(F*) @ A(G*) @ An F in (6.1) is of the form indicated in (6.2).
Consider the module A”-P+l G* Q An G Q G @ Ap-r F Q F. This maps
toApFbysending/3QaQbEA
n - P+l G* Q A” F Q G to b@)(a), and
by sending a, Q a2 E Ap-l F Q F to a, A a2 . We will call this map 6.
The kernel of 6 is isomorphic to A+-P+r G* Q AnF Q G @ Kg-lF,
and Kg--IF is LE-l(F*)*.
The module
An-p G* Q An F maps to
An-p+r G” Q A” F Q G @ Ap-r F Q F by sending j3 Q a to

wherek& Od are

dual bases of G and G*, while the elements ai’ and UJ
come from diagonalizing the element a. The image T, of this map is in
ker 6, and ker S/T isL$-l(F*)*
@ A(G*) Q An F.
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